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Chapter 1 : Richs Data Search | Bio-Science, High-Tech, Lead Generation and California B2B Databases
California: Northern CA High Technology One of Rich's flagship databases, featuring high-tech companies and key
contacts throughout Northern California, including the Silicon Valley area. See database statistics for more information.

Boundaries[ edit ] A map of the locally accepted nine-county definition of the Bay Area. Also displayed are
the five subregions of the Bay Area, which are divided along county lines except for the northwestern portion
of Santa Clara county. Although geographically located on the tip of the San Francisco Peninsula, the city of
San Francisco is not considered part of the "Peninsula" subregion, but as a separate entity. As one of the larger
subregions, the East Bay includes a variety of enclaves, including the suburban Tri-Valley area and the highly
urban western part of the subregion that runs alongside the bay. Its eastern half, which runs alongside the Bay,
is highly populated while its less populated western coast traces the coastline of the Pacific Ocean and is
known for its open space and hiking trails. The western counties of Marin and Sonoma are encased by the
Pacific Ocean on the west and the bay on the east, and are characterized by its mountainous and woody terrain.
Sonoma and Napa counties are known internationally for their grape vineyards and wineries , and Solano
county to the east, centered around Vallejo , is the fastest growing region in the Bay Area. The Ohlone lived in
the Bay Area when European colonizers first arrived in the region. Although the settlement of the Americas
occurred some 20, years ago, when the first Asians crossed the Bering Strait into Alaska , [25] the earliest
archaeological evidence of human habitation of the Bay Area dates to around 3, B. In , James W. As a result,
numerous vigilante groups formed to provide order, but many tasked themselves with forcibly moving or
killing local Native Americans , and by the end of the Gold Rush, two thirds of the indigenous population had
been killed. After statehood was granted, the capital city moved between three cities in the Bay Area: San Jose
â€” , Vallejo â€” , and Benicia â€” before permanently settling in Sacramento in In the early morning of April
18, , a large earthquake with an epicenter near the city of San Francisco hit the region. More recent studies
estimate the total death count to be over 3,, with over 28, buildings destroyed. During the stock market crash
and subsequent economic depression , not a single San Francisco-based bank failed, [41] while the region
attempted to spur job growth by simultaneously undertaking two large infrastructure projects: By the early s,
the Bay Area and the rest of Northern California became the center of the counterculture movement. Other
political rallies were held on the same day in numerous other locations throughout the Bay Area to spotlight
progressive political causes and oppose the Presidency of Donald Trump. In , in the middle of the World
Series match between two Bay Area baseball teams, the Loma Prieta earthquake struck and caused widespread
infrastructural damage, including the failure of the Bay Bridge , a major link between San Francisco and
Oakland. This bubble began collapsing in the early s and the industry continued contracting for the next few
years, nearly wiping out the market. By the turn of the millennium, Non-Hispanic whites , the largest ethnic
group in the United States, were only half of the population in the Bay Area as immigration among minority
groups accelerated. In , an African American man named Oscar Grant was fatally shot by Bay Area Rapid
Transit police officers , precipitating widespread protests across the region and even riots in Oakland, [57] and
whose name was symbolically tied to the Occupy Oakland protests two years later that sought to fight against
social and economic inequality.
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Directory of Bay Area and Northern CA Biotech Companies. CA - Alameda: Analytical Chemistry and Microbiology.
NMR and LCMS testing (GLP), GMP-NMR, Bioanalytical Testing (LCMS-MS), Antimicrobial Testing, Litigation Support
and Consulting.
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Rich's High Technology Directory to Northern California and Silicon Valley by Rich's Business Directories. () We see that
javascript is disabled or not supported by your browser - javascript is needed for important actions on the site.

Chapter 4 : San Francisco Bay Area - Wikipedia
Northern California High Technology Database Learn more. Features over 4, companies and 23, contacts at leading
high technology companies across Northern California, including Silicon Valley.

Chapter 5 : Bay Area & Northern CA Biotech Companies - Pharma, Device, Life Sciences
Buy Northern California Directory from Dymocks online BookStore. Find latest reader reviews and much more at
Dymocks.

Chapter 6 : Sacramento and Northern California Pro Bono Directory
The Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California, Berkeley, directs ABE San Francisco Bay Area. The program
works to provide rich and cutting-edge biotechnology laboratory activities and real-world applications for high school
biology classrooms across ten Northern California counties.

Chapter 7 : California Business Directory - Companies and People Search
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo Bay Area Biotechnology Education Consortium (BABEC) Non
Profit. BCI Global. Bd Biosciences, Systems.

Chapter 8 : California Phone Book and California Phone Directory
Known as the birthplace of biotechnology, the San Francisco Bay Area and Northern California have the largest
concentration of biotech companies in the nation. According to the San Francisco Center for Economic Development,
the Bay Area is home to nearly 1, life science and biotech companies that employ more than , people.
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Corporate profiles of biotech and pharmaceutical companies in the state of California.
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